Introduction
This paper describes a TAG-based (Joshi and Schabes, 1997) , template-based approach to Natural Language Generation. It extends the idea of lexicalization to whole phrases, similar in style to the representation of idioms in a TAG grammar. In addition to this, there is a second type of templates: partial derivations.
The first phase in the generator, driven by planning rules, produces a derivation tree which is then used in a straightforward realizer to create the derived tree. This tree is then the basis for the input to a Concept-To-Speech synthesis component (Schweitzer, Braunschweiler and Morais, 2002) .
There are two basic methods for constructing these two kinds of templates. The first and preferred one is based on an existing grammar where the templates represent shortcuts that would be used for reasons as simplicity, efficiency, or because the existing grammar does not contain an interface to the representation language, e.g., semantics, that is used as the generator's input. The second method which is used so far in the SMARTKOM project (Wahlster, Reithinger and Blocher, 2001 ) is necessary when no suitable grammar exists. It allows for an approach similar to rapid prototyping: only the templates that are needed are specified and the templates are initially kept as large as possible. Only in the following development steps, the templates are made smaller and smaller, eventually themselves becoming a grammar.
The following sections briefly present the SMARTKOM project and the generator architecture. Then the use of fully specified templates is discussed in this context, including their use for concept-to-speech synthesis. Finally we present the current work, including some tools that are under development.
The SmartKom Project
SMARTKOM is a multi-modal, dialogue system currently being developed at several academic and industrial partners (see www.smartkom.org). User input modalities are speech, including prosody, various gestures, 1 and an interpretation of the user's facial expression. The system output is a combination of graphical presentations and an animated, talking agent, Smartakus, plus various external effects such as controlling a VCR, sending e-mail, querying databases etc.
The key idea behind the system is to develop a kernel system which can be used within several scenarios and applications. Currently there exist three such scenarios -public, home, and mobile -with a number of applications such as EPG (electronic programming guide), scanning and sending documents, route finding, etc. They all are different in their external appearance but share most of the basic processing techniques. The system depicted in Figure 1 is the "public scenario" system. Within this scenario, an intelligent kiosk is developed with which one is able to access the various applications. Development is mainly for German, but some applications are also ported to English. Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the generation system which follows a straightforward classical pipeline design. On the interfaces to input and output, XSLT stylesheet transformations adapt the various formats, while internally there are two important sub-components: Preplan, a simple planning engine that maps from the presentation goals to derivation trees and a TAG component that implements TAG trees with their operations, including full feature unification.
Architecture
Preplan is a top-down rule expanding planner, implemented in Java. Rules have associated constraints that can refer to knowledge bases that are constructed from the input to the generator. The planner then matches parts of this input to select appropriate templates (i.e., partial derivation trees) and fills them with data from the input. e.g., the name of the user is taken from the input and inserted into an existing tree for a name, overwriting an uninstantiated lexical item in this tree. 
Fully Specified Templates
The design decision to use template-based generation in SMARTKOM, is driven by practical considerations: First, generator output was needed as early as possible in the project. Since there are a number of non-overlapping, but well-defined applications in SMARTKOM, output for a new application has to be created in a short time, suggesting the use of templates. On the other hand, simple string concatenation is not sufficient. E.g., for integrating Concept-to-Speech information, especially in the way the synthesis component of SMARTKOM is designed (Schweitzer, Braunschweiler and Morais, 2002) , calls for an elaborate syntactic representation, i.e., phrase structure trees with features, to guide the decisions on prosodic boundaries. At least since (Reiter, 1995) (also see (Becker and Busemann, 1999) ), the use of templates and "deep representations" is not seen as a contradiction. Picking up on this idea, the generation component in SMARTKOM is based on fully lexicalized generation (Becker, 1998) , packing whole parts of a sentence together into one fully specified template, representing them not as a string but rather as a partial TAG derivation tree. See also figure 3. All nodes in the TAG trees carry top and bottom feature structures, see (Vijay-Shanker, 1987) , which also contain discourse information as needed for concept-to-speech synthesis. The current setup uses fully inflected forms, but this is due to be changed soon and the changes will be minimal. A call to a morphology module will get inflectional information from the feature Proceedings of TAG+6 structures and stem information from the leaf as, e.g., in (Becker, 1998) . Each ellipse is a fully specified template. The sentence-planning process combines such templates to a complete derivation tree.
Specifying only Relevant Representations
With this approach to specify intermediate levels of representation (which commonly only exist inside the NLG module), the question remains whether all levels of representation have to be specified. Clearly, this is desirable, but not necessary in SMARTKOM. Thus only the level of dependency and phrase structure are represented fully. Dependency is necessary to guide the top-down generation approach, phrase structure is necessary for (Concept-to-)speech synthesis. However, there is nothing preventing the later inclusion of other levels of representation, e.g., adding a level of semantic representation (e.g., (Joshi and Vijay-Shanker, 1999) ) which might be used by a sentence aggregation component.
Dependency and Speech-Markup
Specifying templates on the level of derivation trees rather than on derived trees or even strings has several advantages. In the context of Concept-to-Speech synthesis, it is necessary to add markup to parts of the string. This can be done easily by adding the information to the corresponding node in the derivation tree from where it is percolated and automatically distributed to the corresponding parts of the utterance when constructing the derived tree and the string from the derivation tree. Such markup relates to parts of the output that have to (de-)emphasized, parts that refer to objects in the graphical presentation and must be coordinated with a pointing gesture. Figure 3 shows a derivation tree with speech-relevant markup on some nodes. Besides mere convenience in the markup 2 the additional power of TAG allows the distribution of semantically connected markup to discontinuous parts in the final string. Since formal complexity is a very different issue in generation than in parsing, we are open to the use of extensions from the standard TAG formalism as in (Rambow, 1994) or (Gerdes and Kahane, 2001) which might be necessary for German.
Tools and Current Work
Currently we have editors available for the planning rules and the TAG-tree templates. Both build on XML 2. E.g., XML-style opening and closing parentheses can be integrated into the trees and thus are realized by a single marked node vs. the situation in a classical context-free based string-expanding template generator, where opening and closing elements have to be denoted independently-a typical source for errors.
representations of the knowledge bases and present them in an easily accessible format: a directory structure 3 as known from the Windows Explorer for the set of trees and a graphical tree editor for the TAG-trees. 4 Current work is centered around adding templates for new applications and has shown that managing a large set of templates can be problematic. Eventually we hope to switch to the first development method as mentioned in the introduction: We plan to extend the rule editor with a TAG-parser. To add a new template to the generator, the user will then type in an example sentence, have it parsed, select the correct parse, mark (delete) the variable parts, keeping the fixed part and add the remainder of the rule. Thus rules can be created without ever writing trees by hand.
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Figure 4: The grammar and tree editor tools.
